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Abstract. In this paper, we establish a correspondence between the in-
cremental algorithm for computing AT-models [8,9] and the one for com-
puting persistent homology [6,14,15]. We also present a decremental al-
gorithm for computing AT-models that allows to extend the persistence
computation to a wider setting. Finally, we show how to combine incre-
mental and decremental techniques for persistent homology computation.
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1 Introduction
Homology is a topological invariant i.e. it is a property of an object which does
not change under continuous (elastic) transformations of the object. Homology
characterizes “holes” in any dimension (e.g. connected components, tunnels, cav-
ities, etc.) by means of cycles. Given a combinatorial object made up by basic
building blocks called cells (vertices, edges, faces, etc.), a cycle is a set of cells
that “surround” a hole or a part of the object (e.g. a closed path in 2D, a closed
path or a closed surface in 3D). Intuitively a homology class collects all cycles
that “surround” the same hole (a precise mathematical deﬁnition is given later).
The homology of a given object is then fully characterized by a basis of indepen-
dent homology classes, which in turn is characterized by identifying one cycle,
called representative cycle, for each of these classes.
Persistent homology studies homology classes and their lifetimes (persistence).
Notice that while homology characterizes an object, persistent homology char-
acterizes a sequence of growing object-instances i.e. an object together with an
ordering for the cells (called a filtration). In recent years, persistent homology
has found its way to applications, where it is mainly used to identify salient
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features of an object in the presence of noise. E.g. ﬁnd relevant local maxima
without smoothing, compute the similarity of two objects as the similarity of
their persistence information [5,3]. What all these applications have in common
is that the object under study is ﬁxed (e.g. one picture [3], one set of 3D sample
points [4], one scan of a bone [7], etc.).
Current sensor and recording technologies provides not just one such recording
but whole sequences over the temporal domain. Video has become ubiquitous,
with decent to good quality recordings being produced by most mobile devices
(phones, PDAs) and low priced webcams. Medical imaging is also moving from
single 2D/3D image capture to recordings over a certain time period (e.g. se-
quences of ultrasound images). One way to deal with sequences is to take each
frame separately and do all computation independently. However, due to tempo-
ral continuity, the same object can look very similar in consecutive frames and
the overlap in the image can be high. Moreover, temporal information present in
the sequence can help to identify salient features, as ones having a long lifetime
not just over the ﬁltration in the same frame, but also over multiple frames.
There is no guarantee of inclusion or growing of objects in consecutive frames,
some parts might “disappear” and some might “appear”. A theory of decre-
mental persistence, and incremental-decremental algorithms are needed for such
arbitrary changes in the object.
In this paper we describe a further step in providing such a theory. First,
we establish a correspondence between the incremental algorithm for computing
AT-models [8,9] and the one for computing persistent homology [6,14,15]. Then,
we provide a decremental algorithm for computing AT-models, suitable for ex-
tending the computation of persistence with the combination of an incremental-
decremental technique.
2 Background
We consider Z/2 as the ground ring throughout the paper.
Roughly speaking, a cell complex is a general topological structure by which
a space is decomposed into basic elements (cells) of diﬀerent dimensions, which
are glued together by their boundaries (see a formal deﬁnition of CW-complex
in [12]). If the building blocks (cells) of a cell complex are convex polytopes
(vertices, edges, polygons, polyhedra, ...) then the cell complex is a polyhedral
cell complex. Given a (polyhedral) cell complex K, a proper face of σ ∈ K is a
face of σ whose dimension is strictly less than the one of σ. A facet of σ is a
proper face of σ of maximal dimension. A maximal cell of K is a cell of K which
is not a proper face of any other cell of K.
For any graded set S = {Sp}p (subscript is used to denote the dimension of the
elements), one can consider formal sums of elements of Sp = {s1p, . . . , smpp }, for
a ﬁxed p, which are called p-chains, and which form an abelian group, denoted
by Cp(S), with respect to the component-wise addition (mod 2). Therefore, a p-
chain c is c =
∑m
i=1 a
isip, where ai ∈ Z/2 for i = 1, ...,m. This way, sip ∈ c if ai =
1. The collection of all the chain groups associated to S, {Cp(S)}p, is called also
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chain group, for simplicity. A chain complex is a collection C(S) = {Cp(S), ∂Sp }p,
where ∂S = {∂Sp : Cp(S) → Cp−1(S)} is a square zero homomorphism (i.e.,
∂p−1∂p ≡ 0) called the boundary operator. The boundary of a q-cell is the formal
sum of all its facets. It is extended to q-chains by linearity. A homomorphism
f = {fp : Cp(S) → Cp(S′)}p is a chain map if fp−1∂Sp ≡ ∂S
′
p fp, for all p. For
simplicity, we sometimes write f : C(S) → C(S′) instead of f = {fp : Cp(S) →
Cp(S′)}p and f(σ) instead of fp(σ). A p-chain a ∈ Cp(S) is called a p-cycle if
∂Sp a = 0. If a = ∂
S
p+1b for some b ∈ Cp+1(S) then a is called a p-boundary. We
say that two p-cycles a and b are homologous if there exists a (p + 1)-chain
c ∈ Cp+1(S) such that a = b + ∂Sp+1c. Deﬁne the p-th homology group to be the
quotient group of p-cycles mod p-boundaries denoted by Hp(S). Each element
[a] of Hp(S) is a quotient class obtained by adding each p-boundary to a given
p-cycle a called a representative cycle of the homology class [a]. The homology
of S is the chain group H(S) = {Hp(S)}p. See [13] for further details.
3 AT-Model
An algebraic topological (AT) model (implicitly used in [8] and ﬁrst deﬁned in
[9]) for a given cell complex K not only permits to compute homology but also
ﬁner topological invariants such as cohomology or the cohomology ring.
An AT-model for a cell complex K is an algebraic set (f, g, φ,K,H), where:
– K is the cell complex.
– H ⊆ K describes the homology of K, in the sense that it contains a distinct
p-cell for each p-homology class of a basis, for all p. The cells in H are
called surviving cells. Since ∂Hp ≡ 0 for all p, C(H) is simply the chain group
{Cp(H)}p. Moreover, C(H) (the chain group generated by H) andH(K) (the
homology of K) are isomorphic [8,9]. Therefore, every cell of H corresponds
to a homology class generator.
– g = {gp : Cp(H) → Cp(K)}p is a chain map that maps each p-cell h in H to
one representative cycle gp(h) of the corresponding class [gp(h)] in Hp(K).
– f = {fp : Cp(K) → Cp(K)}p is a chain map that maps each p-cell x in K to
a sum of surviving cells, satisfying that if a, b ∈ Cp(K) are two homologous
p-cycles then fp(a) = fp(b). Moreover, fg(x) = x for any x ∈ H .
– φ = {φp : Cp(K) → Cp+1(K)}p is a chain homotopy (see [13]) from gf to the
identity homomorphism of C(K). Intuitively φ(σ) returns the cells needed
to be contracted to “bring” σ to a surviving cell.
Fig. 1 is an example of an AT-model for a single pixel codiﬁed as a cubical
complex.
In order to establish a connection between the existing algorithms for com-
puting AT-models [9] and the theory of persistent homology [6,14,15], we add
two extra-conditions which ensure that the basis for H(Ki) is maintained
implicitly through the cells in Hi (see Section 5 for more details):
(P1) Annihilation: φp+1φp ≡ 0, fp+1φp ≡ 0 and φpgp ≡ 0.
(P2) If h ∈ K is a surviving p-cell then fp(h) = h and φp(h) = 0.
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Fig. 1. AT-model for a single pixel
Lemma 1. The extra-conditions (P1) and (P2) are satisfied by the incremental
and decremental algorithm for computing AT-models presented in this paper.
4 Algorithms for Computing AT-Models
Now, we give an intuitive approach to the incremental algorithm for computing
AT-models given in [8] in order to establish an interpretation in terms of per-
sistence, and present a decremental algorithm for computing AT-models with
the aim of extending the computation of persistent homology to a more general
setting.
Incremental AT-model: Let K be a cell complex with a full ordering of its
cells, {σ1, . . . , σn}, satisfying that if σi is a face of σj then i < j. Consider a
ﬁltration of K, i.e. a nested sequence of subcomplexes, ∅ = K0 ⊆ K1 ⊆ K2 ⊆
· · · ⊆ Kn such that Ki = {σ1, . . . , σi}. All the proper faces of σi are in Ki−1.
First, deﬁne an AT-model (f1, g1, φ1,K1, H1) for K1: H1 := {σ1}, f1(σ1) :=
σ1, g1(σ1) := σ1 and φ1(σ1) := 0. Second, successively add a new cell σi, for i =
2, . . . , n, computing a new AT-model (f i, gi, φi,Ki, Hi) for Ki = Ki−1 ∪ {σi},
as follows: Initially, Hi := Hi−1; f i(μ) := f i−1(μ) and φi(μ) := φi−1(μ), for any
μ ∈ Ki diﬀerent from σi; gi(h) := gi−1(h), for any h ∈ Hi. Consider f i−1∂(σi)
to detect if σi will create or destroy a homology class:
(1) If f i−1∂(σi) = 0 (a new homology class is created) then, Hi := Hi−1 ∪{σi},
f i(σi) := σi, gi(σi) := σi + φi−1∂(σi) and φi(σi) := 0.
(2) If f i−1∂(σi) = 0 (a homology class is destroyed), let j be the largest index
such that σj ∈ f i−1∂(σi). T˚hen, observe that j < i and dim σj =dim σi−1.
Then, Hi := Hi−1 \ {σj}, f i(σi) := 0, φi(σi) := 0.
Besides, two operations are applied to all cells x ∈ Ki such that σj ∈ f i−1(x):
• Update f : f i(x) := f i−1(x)+f i−1∂(σi). Intuitively, it “propagates” over
σi the information for f of the cells in ∂σi and cancels out σj .
• Update φ: φi(x) := φi−1(x) + σi + φi−1∂(σi). Roughly speaking, σi +
φi−1∂(σi) is a connection between the old and the new surviving cell(s).
Relation to persistent homology: The algorithm for computing persistent
homology that appears in [6,14,15], marks a k-cell σi as positive if it belongs
to a k-cycle in C(Ki) (σi creates a new homology class at time i) and negative
otherwise (σi destroys the homology class created before by σj for j < i and,
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in this case, σi is paired with σj). The following lemmas show the equivalence
between these concepts and the incremental AT-model above.
Lemma 2. σi belongs to a k-cycle in C(Ki) if and only if f i−1∂(σi) = 0.
Proof. If f i−1∂(σi) = 0, then ∂σi = ∂φi−1(∂σi). Therefore, σi + φi−1∂(σi)
is a k-cycle and σi belongs to it. Conversely, if σi belongs to a k-cycle a in
C(Ki), then a = σi + b where b is a k-chain in C(Ki−1). Since ∂a = 0 then
f i−1(∂σi) = f i−1(∂b). Since f i−1(∂b) = ∂f i−1(b) = 0 then f i−1(∂σi) = 0. 	unionsq
By Lemma 2, the fact of marking a cell σi as positive is equivalent to holding
condition f i−1∂(σi) = 0 in the incremental algorithm for computing AT-models.
Following the theory of persistent homology, a canonical cycle ci is a non-
bounding cycle that contains σi but no other positive cell.
Lemma 3. If σi is positive, then gi(σi) = σi + φi−1∂(σi) is a canonical cycle.
At time i, the youngest cell σj ∈ Γ (∂σi) is paired with σi, identifying σi as
the destroyer of the homology class created by σj . Once one has the pairing of
positive and negative cells, computing the persistent Betti numbers is trivial. To
measure the life-time of a non-bounding cycle, one has to ﬁnd when the cycle’s
homology class is created by a positive cell and destroyed by a negative cell.
To detect these events, the collection of positive k-cells Γ (d) for a given cycle d
such that d and
∑
σg∈Γ (d) c
g are homologous, is obtained using the incremental
method for computing AT-models as follows:
Lemma 4. Any k-cycle d in C(Ki−1) is homologous to gi−1f i−1(d). Moreover,




Decremental AT-model: Let (f, g, φ,K,H) be an AT-model for a cell complex
K satisfying the extra-conditions (P1) and (P2). Let σ be a maximal cell of K.
Then an AT-model for K ′ = K \ {σ} is constructed as follows:
Algorithm 1. Initially, H ′ := H, g′(h) := g(h) for all h ∈ H ′, f ′(x) := f(x)
and φ′(x) := φ(x) for all x ∈ K ′.
(1) If there exists β ∈ H such that σ ∈ g(β) then σ destroys the homology class
[g(β)] created before by β. Therefore, H ′ := H \ {β}; f ′(x) := f(x) + β
if β ∈ f(x) and x ∈ K ′; g′(h) := g(h) + g(β) if σ ∈ g(h) and h ∈ H ′;
φ′(y) := φ(y) + g(β) if σ ∈ φ(y) and y ∈ K ′.
(2) Otherwise, since σ ∈ φ∂σ, there exists μ ∈ ∂σ, μ ∈ H, such that σ ∈ φ(μ).
Then μ creates a new homology class [g′(μ)]. Therefore: H ′ := H ∪ {μ};
g′(μ) := gf(μ) + ∂φ(μ). f ′(x) := f(x) + μ + f(μ) and φ′(x) := φ(x) + φ(μ)
if σ ∈ φ(x) and x ∈ K ′.
In order to satisfy the following proposition, the formulas for f ′ and φ′ in step
(2) above are diﬀerent to the ones given in [9].
Proposition 1. The output of Alg. 1, (f ′, g′, φ′,K ′, H ′), is an AT-model for
K ′ = K \ {σ} satisfying the extra-conditions (P1) and (P2).
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Proof. Proof of step (1) in Alg. 1 is given in [9]. The veriﬁcation of the rest of
the properties follows a similar strategy and is left to the reader. 	unionsq
5 Incremental-Decremental Algorithm for Computing
AT-Models and Persistent Homology
Now, let ∅ = K0 ↔ K1 ↔ · · · ↔ Kn be a sequence of cell complexes (that we
call a zig-zag filtration), such that every two consecutive complexes diﬀer by a
single cell, i.e. either Ki = Ki−1 ∪ {σ} or Ki = Ki−1 \ {σ}. Let {σ1, . . . , σm},
m ≤ n, be the ordered set of all the cells added in a given zig-zag ﬁltration
such that if i < j then σi was added before σj to the ﬁltration. Then, one can
consider the sequence of homology groups H(K0) ↔ H(K1) ↔ · · · ↔ H(Kn)
where the connecting homomorphisms are induced by inclusion.
Incremental-decremental algorithm: Initially, H1 := {σ1}, f1(σ1) := σ1,
g1(σ1) := σ1 and φ1(σ1) := 0. At time i, a cell σ is added or removed. Then,
use the incremental or decremental algorithm presented here, respectively, for
computing the AT-model (f i, gi, φi,Ki, Hi). Two cases can occur:
(1) A homology class is created by a positive cell μ. If Ki = Ki−1 ∪ {σ} then
μ := σ. If Ki = Ki−1 \ {σ}, then μ := σj where σj is the youngest cell in
∂σ such that σ ∈ φi−1(σj). The cell μ is added to Hi−1 to get Hi.
(2) A homology class represented by a positive cell σj is destroyed by a negative
cell σk, j < k ≤ i. If Ki = Ki−1 ∪ {σ} then σk := σ and σj is the youngest
cell in f i−1∂(σ). If Ki = Ki−1 \ {σ}, then σk := σ and σj is the youngest
cell in Hi−1 such that σk ∈ gi−1(σj). The cell σj is removed from Hi−1 to
get Hi.
If a cell μ creates a homology class at time j and it is destroyed at time i,
j < i, then a horizontal line from (j, ) to (i, ) is added to the corresponding
barcode (see [2]); If a cell μ creates a homology class at time i and it survives
along the process then a horizontal line from (i, ) to (∞, ) is added, where  is
the index of the cell μ in the given ordering of the cells. See examples of barcodes
using incremental-decremental algorithm for computing AT-models in Fig. 2, 3,
4. See Fig. 5 as an example of application with digital images.
Fig. 2. Symmetric zig-zag ﬁltration and barcode
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Fig. 3. Non-symmetric zig-zag ﬁltration and barcode
Fig. 4. Example of zig-zag ﬁltration and barcode
Fig. 5. Example of application. Each color refers to one connected component
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6 Future Work
The proposed method is able to deal with a general ﬁltration, allowing randomly
adding or removing a cell. This is diﬀerent from both standard persistence and
zigzag persistence [2], which compute the ﬁltration from a single scalar function.
A correspondence between the algorithms presented here and the one given in
[2] is left as a future work.
The presented algorithm is valid for any dimension but with Z/2 domain; how
can persistence for integer homology be deﬁned? The results given in [10] may be
used to try to ﬁnd the answer. Since the computation of AT-models allows the
computation of ﬁner invariants than homology such as the cohomology ring [8],
how could we deal with persistence of other (ﬁner) topological invariants? We
also plan to deal with the problem of extending persistence to other geometrical
operations such as face removal, simplicial collapse and edge contractions using
AT-models by means of the initial results given in [11].
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